Understanding the genetic basis of complex traits remains a major challenge in biology. Polygenicity, phenotypic plasticity and epistasis contribute to phenotypic variance in ways that are rarely clear. This uncertainty is problematic for estimating heritability, for predicting individual phenotypes from genomic data, and for parameterizing models of phenotypic evolution. Here we report a recombinant inbred line (RIL) quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping panel for the hermaphroditic nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, the C. elegans multiparental experimental evolution (CeMEE) panel. The CeMEE panel, comprising 507 RILs, was created by hybridization of 16 wild isolates, experimental evolution at moderate population sizes and predominant outcrossing for 140-190 generations, and inbreeding by selfing for 13-16 generations. The panel contains 22% of single nucleotide polymorphisms known to segregate in natural populations, and complements existing mapping resources for C. elegans by providing high nucleotide diversity across >95% of the genome. We apply it to study the genetic basis of two fitness components, fertility and hermaphrodite body size at time of reproduction, with high broad sense heritability in the CeMEE. While simulations show we should detect common alleles with additive effects as small as 5%, at gene-level resolution, the genetic architectures of these traits does not feature such alleles. We instead find that a significant fraction of trait variance, particularly for fertility, can be explained by sign epistasis with weak main effects. In congruence, phenotype prediction, while generally poor (r 2 < 10%), requires modeling epistasis for optimal accuracy, with most variance attributed to the highly recombinant, rapidly evolving chromosome arms.
Introduction 18
Most measurable features of organisms vary among individuals.
INTRODUCTION
nificant outcrossing (and also a metapopulation demographic 166 structure) several loci have been found to be under some form of 167 balancing selection (e.g., Ghosh et al. (2012) ; Greene et al. (2016) ).
tiple strains have shown that high outcrossing rates can persist 170 as long as there is heritable variation for male traits (Anderson 171 et al. 2010; Teotónio et al. 2012; Masri et al. 2013) . In our evolu-started evolution with only 0.1% of hermaphrodites, by genera-228 tion 50 they were abundant (50%; see Figure S7 in Theologidis 229 et al. (2014) ). Androdioecious populations maintained outcross-230 ing rates of >0.4 until generation 35, soon after losing males to 231 finish with an outcrossing rate of about 0.2 by generation 50 ure S5 in Theologidis et al. (2014) ). The effects of reproductive 233 system on the genetics and evolution of complex traits will be 234 the subject of future work. 235 Finally, hermaphrodites were inbred by selfing to obtain re- The multiparental intercross funnel phase comprised four stages of pairwise crosses and progeny mixing, carried out in parallel at controlled population sizes. One hybridization cycle for a single founder cross is inset at left: in each cycle, multiple reciprocal crosses were initiated, increasing in replicate number and census size each filial generation. F 1 and F 2 progeny were first sib-mated, then reciprocal lines were merged by intercrossing the F 3 and expanding the pooled G 4 (for three to four generations) before commencing the next reduction cycle. The resulting multiparental hybrid population was archived by freezing, and samples were thawed and then maintained for 140 non-overlapping generations of mixed selfing and outcrossing under standard laboratory conditions to generate the A140 population. Hermaphrodites were then sampled from the A140 and selfed to generated the A140 RILs. Additionally, the outbred A140 population was evolved for a further 50 generations under the same conditions (control adapted lines; CA) or under adaptation to a salt gradient with varying sex ratios (GT, GM and GA lines; Theologidis et al. (2014) ). See Materials and Methods for description of sub-panels, and Teotónio et al. (170 A6140, 45 GA50, 12 GT50), which explains 4% of trait vari-484 ation (GA50 RILs have higher mean fertility than the A6140, 485 regression coefficient = 0.43, p = 0.01; see Figure S1 ). Figure S1 ). This difference is not obviously associated 516 with technical covariates, since data acquisition for A140 RILs 517 and GA50 RILs was distributed similarly with respect to location 518 and time.
519
Fertility and body size are moderately correlated ( Figure S1 ; 520 see also Poullet et al. (2016) ), justifying the latter being con-521 sidered a fitness-proximal trait (Spearman's ρ = 0.354, p = 522 2.336 × 10 −7 for mapping coefficients, for 202 lines with data for 523 both traits). (Speed et al. 2012) .
557
The use of whole genome sequencing largely addresses the 558 first assumption, given (as here) very high marker density and 559 an accurate reference genome, although in the absence of full ponents were allowed to vary outside 0-1 during convergence) 586 unless otherwise noted, which generally gave better fit for multi-587 component models.
588
Given m SNPs, genetic similarity is calculated by first scaling S, the n × m matrix of mean centered genotypes, where S i,j is the number of minor alleles carried by line i at marker j and frequency f , to give X:
(1)
The additive genomic similarity matrix (GSM) A is then XX T /m. Here α scales the relationship between allele frequency and effect size (Speed et al. 2012) . α = −1 corresponds to the assumption of equal variance explained per marker (an inverse relationship of effect size and allele frequency), while common alleles are given greater weight at α>0. We tested α ∈ [−1.5, −1, −0.5, 0, 0.5, 1] and report results that maximized prediction accuracy. With Y the scaled and centered vector of n phenotype values, the additive model fit for estimating genomic heritability h 2 is then: 
we use the terms h 2 and genomic heritability interchangeably 594 here for convenience, although in some cases the former includes 595 non-additive covariances. We assume RILs are fully inbred, and 596 so dominance variance does not contribute to heritability.
597
The existence of near-discrete recombination rate domains across chromosomes has lead to characteristic biases in nucleotide variation, correlated with gene density and function (Cutter et al. 2009 ). Similarly, recent selective sweeps, coupled with the low effective outcrossing rate in C. elegans, have lead to a markedly unequal distribution of variation across chromosomes (Andersen et al. 2012; Rockman et al. 2010) . This variability in mutational effect, along with variable LD in the RILs, is not captured by aggregate genome-wide similarity with equal marker weighting (Speed et al. 2012; Goddard et al. 2016 ). We therefore first tested genetic similarity by explicitly modeling observed LD (Speed et al. 2012) , with markers weighted by the amount of genetic variation they tag along chromosomes, and by their allele frequency (see above). Given m weights reflecting the amount of linked genetic variation tagged by each marker, w i , . . . , w m , the variance covariances for the basic model become:
where W is a normalizing constant. Second, we jointly measured the variance explained by individual chromosomes (and by recombination rate domains within each chromosome), which can further improve the precision of heritability estimation if causal variants are not uniformly distributed by allowing variance to vary among partitions. Third, we tested epistatic as well as additive genetic similarity with (1) the entrywise (Hadamard) product of additive GSMs, giving the probability of allele pair sharing (Henderson 1985; Jiang and Reif 2015), (2) higher exponents up to fourth order interactions and (3) haplotype-based similarity at multi-gene scale. Additional similarity components (additive or otherwise) are added as random effects to the above model to obtain independent estimation of variance components:
cal sites among lines at 0.033 and 0.067cM scales (corresponding 599 to means of approximately 5 and 10Kb non-overlapping block 600 sizes, or one and two genes), using either the diallelic markers only, or all called SNPs and indels. In the latter case, variants were imputed from reconstructed haplotypes if the most likely 603 haplotypes of flanking markers were in agreement.
1-dimensional tests
For single trait, single marker association, we fitted linear mixed models using the Python package LIMIX (https://github.com/PMBio/limix):
where X is the matrix of fixed effects (the SNP genotype of 606 interest) and β is the effect on phenotypic variation that is esti- Linkage disequilibrium in founders (A) and all Ce-MEE RILs (B; F 2 genetic map distance, LOESS fit to mean r 2 ). C. Interchromosomal structure is weak but significant. Observed mean r 2 across all chromosomes (red vertical bar) plotted against the null distribution from permutations randomizing lines across chromosomes (within sub-panels to exclude effects of population structure). D. Permutations dropping pairs of chromosomes implicate X-autosome interactions. Point size and color is scaled by enrichment over the null distribution (95% percentile), relative to the genome-wide mean value. to imperfect resolution of small haplotypes ( Figure S3 ).
Founder haplotype blocks and genetic map expansion

839
The relationship between known generation and estimated suggestive of ongoing selection ( Figure S4 ).
876
Population stratification 877 We examined additional genetic structure in the CeMEE RIL 
901
These corresponded significantly with sub-panel identity (e.g., p 902 = 0.036 at k=5, permutation test), although the rate of successful 903 assignment was low (36% at k=5). This suggests that genetic 904 structure within, as well as between sub-panels, is significant.
905
Heritability and predictability of fitness-proximal traits 906 We measured two traits that are important components of fitness 907 -the fertility and size of young adult hermaphrodites -and thus ure S1), and vary extensively in the CeMEE RILs: hermaphrodite 911 fertility varies more than five-fold, size varies more than three-912 fold (Figure 7) .
913
Under the uncommonly met assumptions of complete tag- chromosomes jointly gives independent conditional estimates.
1007
The reasonable underlying assumptions are that structure is 1008 more significant between than within populations, and is not , combined in B and C) . In B, points are mean ± standard error. Recall declines with SNP variance at high levels as chance associations reach significance, although the median value (+ symbols) is 1.0 at 5% significance for variants that explain 7.5% of trait variance. Results are shown for additive (A) and additive-by-additive (A 2 ) genetic similarity matrices (GSM), and for the most predictive model tested (if neither of the above), shown in bold. α is the scaling parameter from (Speed et al. 2012) , which determines the effect size expectation for markers as a function of allele frequency, where 0 is unweighted and smaller values assign greater weight to rare alleles. Unconstrained REML estimates and standard deviations are shown for components that were >0 at convergence. LR is improvement over the null model (likelihood ratio). A+A 2 ) rec is additive and additive-byadditive similarity at the level of recombination rate domains (tips, arms and central domains).
for polygenic epistasis, we detect 10 unique markers with ex- 
Figure 8
Strong sign epistasis and highly polygenic interactions contribute to trait variance. A. The distribution of significant interactions for fertility and size (genetic distance). Pairwise interactions are plotted over 1D GWAS test statistics (−log10(p) > 1) for each trait. Markers with a significant excess of summed interactions for a given chromosome pair are indicated with black points, and the chromosome identities and locations of interacting loci are shown as smaller plots at their approximate positions. 2D sum tests are directed interactions between a single focal marker, and all other markers on one other chromosome, with the sum of interaction scores reaching significance (α = 0.1) under a null permutation model. Note interactions between chromosome V:3,145,783 and 16 loci on the right tip of chromosome IV are clustered over a physical interval of 0.44Mb (in weak LD) and appear as a single link at this resolution. B. Genotype class trait means (± SE) for significant pairs (fertility in red, size in blue). C. Genotype class trait means for all individual pairs that contribute to significant summed interactions, at each of the three evaluated F statistic thresholds (interactions significant at F>0 are filtered to F>2 for plotting). Line color and intensity is scaled by F for each constituent interaction. Strong sign epistasis (including weak reciprocal sign epistasis) is the prevalent epistatic mode. LMM (LDAK) is the best performing LD-weighted similarity for each trait; LMM (LD) is based on markers pruned by local LD, but unweighted), and by chromosome (B), for the best LD-weighted similarity for each trait. While strong, spurious inflation is seen for size without polygenic correction (A), this is not seen for fertility, likely due the greater heterogeneity of trait values among sub-panels for size. Notably, deflation is seen for fertility for all models, although LD weighting introduces the strongest penalty, which may indicate a relationship between low LD and causal variation for this trait.
Conclusions
Figure S6
Fitness-proximal traits are polygenic. Regression of association statistics (mean value of χ 2 percentiles) on marker LD weightings (mean of w percentiles, Speed et al. (2012) ) for fertility and size (after Bulik-Sullivan et al. (2015)). While there is a significant positive relationship between trait association and the amount of variation tagged by markers, fertility shows much stronger evidence of polygenicity (slope=0.44, p = 2.7 × 10 −6 , versus slope=0.19, p = 0.029 for size).
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